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Chapter 1

Introduction
An H-drive is a pick-and-place machine which has to perform high-accuracy tracking.
Several types of learning controllers exist that minimize the tracking error. A learning controller is a control
system that comprises a function approximator the input-output of which mapping is adapted during control
in such a way that a desired behaviour of the controlled system is obtained. The learning methods Repetitive Control and Iterative Learning Control only minimize the tracking error for the trained trajectory. The
method described in this report, Learning Feed-Forward Control (LFFC), is suitable for multiple trajectories,
without actually learning all these trajectories. The LFFC is deduced from Feedback Error Learning. Both
methods suppress undesired behaviour in order to reach a small tracking error for a random reference trajectory on a domain. These methods use a combination of a feedback controller and a feed-forward controller,
which compensate respectively random and repetitive errors. The feed-forward controller contains a function
approximator which learns an input-output relation. The desired output or training signal is the output of the
feedback controller. The input signal can be time, the position of the reference signal or one of its derivatives
in time. Depending on the phenomenon to be controlled, the kind and number of input signals can be chosen.
It is possible to use multiple function approximators or B-spline networks to compensate different phenomena.
The main advantages of this method are both the generalizing ability as well as the fact that a well-defined
model is not essential. However, the stability of LFFC is not theoretically guaranteed.
The systematic position-dependent behaviour of the x-axis of the H-drive is suppressed by applying LFFC.
The position dependent-behaviour is caused by cogging forces. The position of the reference signal is the input
of the feed-forward controller. The LFFC is designed and implemented in the numerical program Matlab.
This makes it possible to control the H-drive with a visibly reduced tracking error. The designed LFFC is
suitable for multiple tracks.
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Theorie
2.1

Learning methods

Several learning controllers exist to minimize the tracking errors. Four examples of learning controllers are:
• Feedback Error Learning (FEL) [2][3].
• Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [4][5][6][7][8].
• Repetitive Control (RC) [9][10][11].
• Learning feed-forward Control (LFFC) [1].
In this report the LFFC method is used. Before the method LFFC will be explained a short introduction of
the other three methods is will be given.

2.1.1

FEL:

The purpose of learning controllers is to minimize tracking errors. To achieve this the plant dynamics and
occurring errors have to be suppressed. As a tracking error is built up of two types of errors, which are repetitive
and random errors, the FEL method is divided in two parts to suppress both of them separately. See figure
2.1.
(n)
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Figure 2.1: Feedback Error Learning

Feed-forward controller:
The feed-forward controller compensates the system dynamics to minimize the tracking error. When the feedforward controller is equal to the inverse plant, the output of the plant, y, will be equal to the reference, r,
without any disturbances.
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Repetitive errors reoccur each time in the same way when a movement is repeated. These errors can be related
to position and its derivatives. In order to correctly compensate the system dynamics and the reproducible
disturbances, a detailed model is required. Inaccuracies in the model can result in a feed-forward controller
that has poor performance. When an accurate model is difficult to obtain, an alternative approach has to be
taken.
Instead of using a model as the basis of the feed-forward controller, Kawato [2] proposed to implement a function
approximator as the feed-forward controller. During control the input-output relation of this approximator is
adapted such that it learns the inverse plant dynamics and the compensation of reproducible disturbances [2].
The difficulty of using a function approximator is selecting the right learning signal, which indicates how the
input-output relation of the function approximator has to be adapted. [13] describes several ways to obtain
a learning signal. In literature [2] [3] it is shown that when the output of the feedback controller is used as a
learning signal, the input-output relation of the function approximator converges to the inverse plant and the
compensation of reproducible disturbances. Kawato [2] used a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network
[1] as function approximator. A MLP neural network consists of a number of neurons ordered in layers, see

Figure 2.2: Multi Layer Perceptron Network
figure 2.2. A neuron is a unit that performs a simple mathematical operation on its inputs. Frequently used
implementations are the Sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent and the linear function. The MLP is trained
by adapting the weights of the connections according to the backpropagation mechanism.
Feedback controller:
The feedback controller, C, has two functions: providing the feed-forward controller with a learning signal and
minimizing the tracking error. Depending on the elapsed time of the learning process the feedback controller
compensates much or less. In the beginning of the learning process, when the feed-forward has not learned
yet, the feedback controller determines minimum tracking performance. If the feed-forward controller works
well, the feedback controller only suppresses random disturbances.
Advantages and disadvantages of FEL:

Advantages :
1. High performance without extensive modelling.
2. Easy to use on an existing control system. The only extension with respect to the existing control system
is the function approximator.
3. Incorporation of prior knowledge in the design. When the structure of the plant dynamics is known,the
feed-forward can be adapted to it. The feed-forward function approximator can be splitted up in several function approximators. Each function approximator compensates one specific part of the plant
dynamics.
4. The function approximator is suited for control:
• Good generalizing ability, when training is done properly. In case of MLP the input-output relation
can only be adapted globally.
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• High tracking performance.
• Small memory requirement. MLP is able to approximate high dimensional target functions with a
low number of parameters.

Disadvantages:
1. Stability is not addressed for all systems, only for a specific class of robot manipulators the FEL controller
converges [1].
2. In practice a good transient response is obtained, which has not yet been proved theoretically. During
learning, the tracking error gradually converged to its minimum value.
3. The function approximator is not optimal:
• The smoothness of the approximator is not completely controllable. The number of parameters
of a MLP determines the maximum accuracy of the approximation, but does not guarantee a
certain smoothness. The functions of the MLP can't be adapted locally. So, a local more accurate
approximation can't be obtained.
• The learning mechanism converges slowly and suffers from local minima. Therefore, it is necessary
to perform several training experiments with different sets of initial weigths, to obtain an acceptable
tracking accuracy.
• Computationally expensive. Calculating the output of a MLP and adapting the weights involves a
large number of complex computations. For some real time applications MLP may therefore not be
suited.
Looking at the long list of disadvantages it can be seen that this method is not optimal. The problems of the
FEL can be overcome by following the next three approaches:
1. Selecting different inputs of the function approximator, for example the error signal.
2. Use multiple feed-forward controllers, each trained to perform a specific task.
3. Look for different function approximators.
The LFFC can be seen as an improved version of the FEL method. The LFFC takes uses approach 3. Approach
1 and 2 can also be integrated into the LFFC-method.

2.1.2

ILC:

This method is used for industrial motion systems, which have to repeatedly perform a specific motion.

4c )---=-L--~
+

Figure 2.3: Iterative Learning Control
The field of interest of ILC is given by the following axioms:
• A plant repeatedly performs a specific motion that ends in a fixed duration, T p

> 0 [s].
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• The plant dynamics are time-invariant.
• The desired output, Yd(t) (te[O, T p ]) is given a priori.
• For each trial, the initial states are the same.
• The plant output y(t) is observable.
• There exists a unique input Ud(t) that yields Yd(t).

The principle of fLC:
The steering signal for the k th trial, u}(t), is stored in a memory buffer of length Tp(s). During motion the
tracking error, ek(t) is recorded. At the end of the trial ek(t) is used to modify the steering signal in such way
that a smaller error will result in a smaller error. This is done by filtering ek(t) with the learning filter, L,
and adding the result to u!k(t), which yields ufk+l (t). Initially the ILC system is open-loop. It is not able to
compensate for random disturbances and another problem may occur when the plant becomes unstable. To
overcome these problems a feedback controller is added to ILC. Learning converges if:

111- LP!(l + CP)lloo < 1

(2.1)

Disadvantages of f LC :

• This method requires a secure homing position, because the initial position has to be the same.
• To design a good L-filter, detailed knowledge of the plant is required.
• ILC only learns one specific motion. However in practice some motion systems have to perform nonrepeating motions.
• ILC has difficulties with unmodelled high-frequency dynamics (low-pass filter or applying or integral
expressions [1] may be solutions).
More information of ILC can be found in [1][12]and in the literature mentioned above.

2.1.3

RC:

RC is used when a repetitve task has to be performed continuously.

e

Figure 2.4: Repetitive Control
Principle of RC:
The states of the system at the end of the k th trial are equal to the initial states of the k+ 1th trial.
The applications RC covers can be described by the axioms given in paragraph 2.1.2, except axiom 4. The
plant may furthermore be subject to periodic disturbances with period nTp, where nN and Tp is the period of
the reference trajectory. In case of periodic trajectories or disturbances, the repetitive controller has to include
a periodic signal generator, such as a memory loop, to achieve perfect tracking of a reference signal or perfect
attenuation of a disturbance. In figure 2.4 R is a learning filter.
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The system is stable if:
• The system without RC is stable, so when equation 2.2 is fulfilled.
1

l+CP

(2.2)

• The feedback loop is stable. If the small gain theory is fulfilled:

111- R * CP/(l + CP)lloo < 1

(2.3)

Disadvantages of RC:
• This method requires a secure homing position, because the initial position have to be the same.
• To design a good R-filter a detailed knowledge of the plant is required.
• RC only learns one specific repetitive motion.
• RC will also have difficulties with unmodelled high-frequency dynamics.

2.2

Learning Feed-Forward Control

The LFFC method has been derived from the FEL method. The structure and principle are the same. The only
difference is the function approximator. The FEL method used a MLP. The LFFC uses a Basis-Spline-Network
(BSN).

r

Figure 2.5: Learning Feedforulard Controller

2.2.1

B-spline Network

The aim of a BSN is creating a function approximator which learns a input-output relation. The LFFC used
in this report uses the reference signal as input and the output of the feedback controller as output.
B-splines:

A B-spline Network (BSN) uses basis functions, B-splines, to approximate the input-output relation. The
B-splines are defined locally. The order of the B-spline determines the shape of the basis function. A nth
order 1 dimensional B-spline consists of a polynomial function of order n - 1. In figure 2.6 two 1 dimensional
B-splines are displayed, respectively of 1st en 2nd order.
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(b) 2 nd order B-spline

Figure 2.6: (a) 1 st order B-spline

The height of a B-spline is denoted as the membership (J.L). The membership value lies between 0 and 1.
The shape and position of the B-splines do not change during learning of the BSN. The B-splines are defined
by giving a learning-domain, number of B-splines and the order of B-splines.
The position of a B-spline on the input domain is defined by three points. A knot vector contains these points
for all B-splines (figure 2.7):

(2.4)

Il
1
11 il ....
ll i2

o

x

<

Xi

D=Domain

Figure 2.7: Determining membershipvalue
The membership of the k-th B-spline of order n is given by:

n-l()
J.Lin()
X = (X-Ai-n)
\.
_ \.
J.Li-l
X
A,-1 A,-n

J.L}(X) = {

~

X

)
+ ( A,\. Ai\.
A,-n+l

if Ai-I::::: X < Ai
if otherwise

(2.5)

(2.6)

The part of the input domain where a B-spline has a membership larger than zero is called the support of the
B-spline. This is a compact part of the input domain.
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Figure 2.8: Membership function with value JLi and support d

If a multi-dimensional BSN is used, the membership can be determined by the tensor product of I-dimensional
B-splines:

(2.7)
B-spline network:

A BSN is a collection of B-splines and weights. The output of a BSN is a weighted sum of the B-spline
evaluations. A representation of a 1 dimensional BSN with 4 B-splines can be seen in figure 2.9

Figure 2.9: BSN with .4 B-splines
and in formula form:

Nk

Y

= LJLi(X). Wi
i=l

where,
x: the input, xER.

y: the output of the network.

N k : number of B-splines.
JLi(X): membership of the i-th B-spline.
Wi: networkweight of the i-th B-spline.

(2.8)
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2.2.2

Training of BSN

The BSN is trained by adapting only the weights. The B-splines can only be altered by choosing another
domain, number of B-splines or order of B-splines.In this report two approaches are explained which can be
used to train a BSN. Both are based on the same minimization criterium. The weights are adapted to minimize
the costfunction J.

J

=

1
-(yd
- y )2
2

(2.9)

The difference between the two approaches is that one approach uses iterations to gradually adapt the weights
and the second approach directly computes the optimal weights. The approach which uses backpropagation,
computes the weights by adapting the weights step by step, after each measurement sample or after a couple
of samples. By several iterations the optimal weights are determined. The second approach uses the leastsquares method. This approach directly computes the optimal weights out a set measurementdata. Finally
both approaches lead to the same result.
Approach 1: back propagation
Training of the network can be done by using the back propagation mechanism:

(2.10)
where, !:iwi : the adaptation of the weight of the i-th B-spline; l' : the learning rate, 0 < l' ~ 1;
The weights are adapted to minimize the costfunction J, formula 2.9. Training of the BSN can be done off-line
aswell as on-line. In this report the off-line method is used. Substitution of the costfunction, J, in formula2.10
gives the adaptation of weights:

(2.11)

!:iwi,off-line =

1'I)Yd,j - Yj)J-t~(Xj)

(2.12)

j

In order to prevent large adaptations of weights, in the off-line case, normalization is proposed:

(2.13)

Approach 2: least-squares
The output of the BSN is a linear function of the memberships and weights. This means that the learning
mechanism does not suffer from local minima. This makes it possible to use the least-squares method for
determining the weights. The least-squares method computed the weights, w, by demanding that one in the
residues, !;') is minimal. This can be translated to a costfunction:

(2.14)
where:

:yd : a column of desired output of the BSN of i measurements (ix1).
M: a matrix with memberships concerning measurement i and B-spline number n (ixn).

w: a colom of weights of n B-splines (nx1).
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The factor V is a non negative weight for measurement j (Vj > 0 voar j = 1,2... , i). The value of this factor
can be chosen dependent of the reliability of the measurements. In this report the value of V is chosen constant
with value 1. Minimization of the costfunction J to the weights gives function 2.15. By using this formula,
the variation oJ of J is considered to be zero for all variations ow of w.

d~~)

= [rd - MW]TV . -M=O

(2.15)

The values of the weights can be found by solving the normal equation 2.16:
MTMw=MTld

(2.16)

This method is quicker than the back propagation method. The values of the weights w are computed directly,
without any iteration.

2.2.3

Time-indexed LFFC

Two methods of LFFC can be distincted, namely time-indexed and path-indexed. The distinction is based on
the choice of the input of the feed-forward controller. The choice of the input depends froUl the process to
be controlled. ·When repetitive motions are considered only, as in ILC and RC, the input of the feed-forward
signal uf(r) becomes a function of the periodic motion time. It is beneficial to choose the periodic motions
time as the only input. This type of LFFC is denoted as time-indexed LFFC. The analysis of convergence of
this method is based on the analyses of convergence of ILC and RC. In literature [1] the convergence criteria
of all three methods are explained.

2.2..4

Path-indexed LFFC

If the system has to execute arbitrary movements, the reference signal and, if necessary, its derivatives has
to be chosen as input of the feed:..forward contwller. This variant is called path-indexed LFFC. The correct
inputs can be chosen by taking use of a structural correct state-space-description:
Ix =

[xi ... x;z;f,
y E

A(x) =

IJXl

I

x ..x E 1/(,m, mE

1/1+

1/(,m

0

0
0

0
0

0
A 2 (x)

0
A n- 1 (x)

I

,Ai (x) E 1/(,mxm

C = [C1

...

Cn], C 1 , ... , C n

(2.17)

An(x)

E

1/(,mxm

In literature [1] it is proved that a process can be controlled by a path-indexed LFFC, when the state-spacedescription fulfills the next conditions:
• C may contain only one element, Cj , that is unequal to zero.
• Cj must be invertible.

• Bn(x) must be invertible.
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2.2.5

Advantages and disadvantages of LFFC above FEL with MLP

The advantages and disadvantages of the FEL method due to the approximator disappear in case of the LFFC.
The other stay the same.

Advantages
Using a BSN instead of a MLP results in the next advantages:
• No more local minima. The output of the BSN is a linear function of the products of the memberships
with its weights. The value of initial weight can be chosen randomly, except infinity.
• Local learning. As the B-splines have a compact support only a few weights are adapted per sample. So
not all learning weights have to be adapted. This results in a quicker learning method than FEL with
MLP.
• Tunable precision. The approximation accuracy of the input-output relation of the BSN depends on the
distribution of the B-splines. To approximate highly-frequent data B-splines with a compact support
have to be chosen. If a smooth behaviour is demanded, wider B-splines can be defined locally. This
possibility did not exist with the MLP.
The principal drawback of BSNs is that the number of network weights grows exponentially with the dimension
of the input domain. To accurately describe a function a BSN requires many B-splines, e.g. when a highly
non-linear function is to be approximated, these networks are impractical when the number of inputs is large.
The number of network weights in an n-dimensional BSN is given by:
n

(2.18)
Where N j is the number of weights with input j. This phenomenon is called curse of dimensionality.

Disadvantages
This phenomenon brings the following problems:
• Large number of network weights. The number of network weights depends exponentially of the number
of inputs, see formula 2.18. Storing the weight as real numbers requires large computer memory.
• Large training sets. In the on-line case, when performing a certain reference motion, only the weights
indexed by the network inputs are updated. To adapt a large number of network weights therefore
requires a large number of training motions. For the on-line case this will lead to large training times.
• Poor generalizing ability. Compensation of non-linearities requires narrow B-splines. By increasing the
number of B-splines the approximation becomes better, but the generalising ability decreases. This is
caused by the fact that the variance decreases as the number of B-splines increases. The influence of
increasing the number of B-splines is visualised in figure 2.10 As the B-spline width is chosen too narrow
variance

-7

#

B -splines

Figure 2.10: Influence of increasing the number of B-splines
different output signals may occur with trajectories that are close to each other.
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Parsimonious LFFC

In general the BSN used for path-indexed LFFC has several inputs. This can lead to problems caused by
curse of dimensionality, as described in the previous paragraph. These problems can be reduced by splitting
a multidimensional BSN in several BSNs and minimizing the number of B-splines on each domain.

r

y

Figure 2.11: Parsimonious LFFC
This form of LFFC is called parsimonious LFFC, see figure 2.11. The inputs of the BSN and the B-spline
distribution are chosen using a-priori knowledge and empirical modelling. The desired feed-forward signal Ud
can be determined by using the prior knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of the plant. The terms in Ud can
be divided such that each of them contains one specific combination of {Yd' Yd, Yd, ....}. For each of these terms,
one BSN can be created. Furthermore BSNs that hardly contribute to the feed-forward signal can be deleted.
If the shape of the output signal is known one can adapt the number of B-splines to it. A smooth target
function requires only a few B-splines. It has no use approximating a smooth function with a large number of
B-splines with narrow support.
Sometimes the qualitative knowledge of the system is insufficient to create a parsimonious LFFC. In this
situation, iterative application of empirical modelling techniques may offer a solution. Empirical modelling
techniques make it possible to create a system-model, using observed input-output data without having any
knowledge of the system-model. In [l](Algorithm: 4.1,4.2,4.3), three algorithms are described for obtaining a
parsimonious network stucture by means of empirical modelling.
Training of a parsimonious LFFC is not a trivial task. This is caused by the fact that only one common
training signal is available for all BSNs in the parsimonious LFFC. This training signal indicates how the
total input-output relation has to be adapted and not how the separate network input-output relations should
change. It may thus occur that, even though the total feed-forward signal is correctly adapted, the weights of
the separate BSNs are adapted in the wrong way. The only way the designer can influence the training of the
BSNs, is by selecting the reference motions and the learningrates. In a parsimonious LFFC, one BSN should
be trained at a time. The training reference motions should be chosen in such way, that the desir-ed output
of one of the untrained BSNs is temporarily dominant. Only the weights of this BSN are adapted during this
period, the weights of the other BSNs are kept constant. The strategic training procedure for parsimonious
LFFCs is summarized in literature [1] Proposition 4.1. This yields the following training procedure.
1. Choose a training motion, such that the target signal of one of the untrained BSNs in the parsimonious
LFFC is dominant.
2. Train the corresponding BSN until its weights have converged. During training, the previously trained
BSNs are used for control.

18
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3. If there are any untrained BSNs left, go to 1, else, go to 4.
4. Stop.
Sometimes it is not possible to develop a training motion for each BSN. When this is the case, it's best to
combine both BSNs.
However a large number of training motions results in an extensive training period, which is undesired.

2.3

Stability

A system is stable if an arbitrarily chosen bounded reference signal will not result in an unbounded output
of the plant. The stability of a LFFC-controlled system depends of the number of B-splines. The number of
B-splines determines the accuracy of the approximation. B-splines that have a narrow support will be able to
approximate a function more accurately than B-splines that have a wide support. To obtain a high tracking
accuracy, one might therefore intuitively choose a B-spline distribution that consists of a large number of
B-splines with a narrow support.

r

-

~ 0~'-,--y-·~

Figure 2.12: (a)Offiine LFFC
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r

(b)Online LFFC

For the stability analysis a difference has to be made between off-line and on-line LFFC. In the off-line case
the weights are adapted off-line and used in the next trial. If an on-line LFFC is used the weights are adapted
each sample of controlled process.
• The off-line LFFC is a normal feed-forward controller, figure 2.12(a). The controlled system is stable if
the closed loop system is stable and the feed-forward controller is bounded. The feed-forward controller
learns the stable behaviour of the feedback controller and a stable system is guaranteed. If the number
of B-splines of the BSN is chosen too large and the controlled system is noisy, then the feed-forward
controller also learns the noise. In this case the feedback controller has to suppress the noise that was
learnt by the feed-forward controller and the real noise, which can result in a badly controlled system. In
this report position dependent behaviour is suppressed by the LFFC. For choosing the right number of
B-splines a ratio of 21 B-splines per cogging period is used, based on data used in examples of LiMMs, [[1]
page 135]. The off-line learning mechanism is stable if the value of the learningfactor is chosen between
zero and one ( 0 < "y < 1). The least-squares learning mechanism gives the right solution as long as each
B-spline is addressed by the data, so the number of B-splines may not be chosen too large. For noisy
systems this maximum will not be reached.
• In the on-line case, figure 2.12 (b), the feed-forward is not a real feed-forward because the weights of
the BSNs are altered on-line. The system is stable if the closed loop is stable and if the feed-forward
signal does not become unbounded, in which case at least one weight becomes unbounded. One must
take care that the weights are adapted in such way that their value remains bounded. A theoretical
stability analysis for standard LFFC is not available. Only for some specific cases the conditions for the
time-indexed LFFC (literature [1] algorithm 2.1, 2.2, 2.3) can be transformed into conditions that the
standard LFFC must fulfill, in order to ensure stability (literature [1] page 74, 89, 135). The width of
the B-splines, as seen in time must be sufficiently wide, in order to ensure that learning converges. In
case of a multidimensional BSN it may be difficult to design a B-spline distribution that satisfies this.
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Design of a LFFC

The design proc€fiure of a standard LFFC controller exist of the next seven steps;
1. System identification. Before any controller can be designed, the system has to be identified. This can
be done by exicitating the system slowly, and injecting noise with a wide spectrum, for visualizing all
frequencies.
2. Feedback controller. As described in paragraph 2.1.1 the aim of the feedback controller in the LFFC-

controlled system is suppressing rall-clom disturbances, delivering a learning signal for the feed-forward
controller and compensating all disturbances when the weights of the feed-forward controller are not
trained yet. To ensure a stable controlled system the closed loop system has to be stable and the feedforward has to be bounded. The feedback controller has to be designed insuch way that it features robust
stability. In case of an on-line-Iearning feed-forward controller, the minimum number of B-splines, and
so thus the maximum accuracy, depends on the frequency response of the closed loop system. Precise
description of on-line path-indexed LFFC [1]. So the feedback controller determines the maximum
achievable tracking performance. If the maximum width of the B-splines is too large, redesigning the
feedback controller, may offer a solution. If the resulting minimum width of the B-splines does not yield
the desired tracking performance, a learning filter is added to the LFFC.

3. Inputs of feed - forward part. The inputs of the feed-forward part depend on the type of motion that
has to be performed. In case of repetitive motions, the periodic motion time is preferred as input, or
one uses time-indexed LFFC. When performing random motions, the input of the feed~forward part has
to consist of the reference position and eventually integrals/derivatives thereof. This method is called
path-indexed LFFC. The inputs can be chosen by using a state-space model of the system, as described
in paragraph 2.2.4 .
4. Structure of feed - forward part. In general, in the previous design choice one has chosen that the
feed-forward part has multiple inputs. If one uses one multi-dimensional BSN, this causes problems
associated with the curse of dimensionality 2.2.5. This problem can be solved by using a parsimonious
network structure, consisting of several BSNs that have a lower dimension. The structure can be designed
by using a-priori knowledge of the system dynamics and the disturbances or in an automated way by
using empirical modelling techniques. See chapter 4 of [1].
5. B - spline distribution. The width of the B-spline determined the accuracy of the approximation. Bsplines with a small support are able to approximate a function more accurate, than B-splines with a
wide support. When the LFFC is trained on-line, the width of the B-splines influences the stability of
the controlled system. A too small support of a B-spline causes divergence in the learning process. For
time-indexed LFFC the minimum width of the B-splines can be determined on the basis of the frequency
response of the closed loop system, see chapter 2 of literature [1]. In case of on-line path-indexed learning
the width has to be sufficiently wide seen in time, in order to guarantee that learning converges. The
margins are determined on the basis of the. frequency response of the closed loop system, on a method
similar to that oftime-indexed LFFC. The exact method is described in literature [1] pages 48,73,89. In
case of off-line learning in combination with a considerable noisy system, the width of the B-.splines may
not be chosen to small, because it then learns random noise. This noise does not have to be suppressed
by the feed-forward controller, but by the feedback controller. This results in a larger tracking error than
necessary.
6. Learning rate. The learning rate determines how much the weights of the BSN are adapted each time in
. The value of the learning rate depends on the target signal. The learning rate should be chosen small,
close to 0, when the plant is subject to considerable noise. For all other cases a large learning rate can
be chosen. The value of the learning rate has to be chosen between 0 and 1. In case of on-line learning,
the maximum learning rate, for which learning converges, has been determined by means of a frequency
response of the close loop system.

7. Training motions. Choosing a training signal for a time-indexed LFFC and for a standard LFFC with
an one dimensional BSN is straightforward. However in case of a parsimonious LFFC special care should
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be taken. If all BSNs are trained simultaneously, it generally results in BSNs that learn the feed-forward
signals in an other way than desired. To overcome this, the BSNs are trained one at a time. The reference
motions should be chosen such that the desired feed-forward signal of one ofthe untrained BSNs becomes
dominant. Only the corresponding BSN is trained, the weights of the other BSNs are kept constant.

Chapter 3

Implementation and Simulations
Thp aim of this ~tlldy is designing and impleml'llting a LFFC for the x-axis of the J-1-drivc !o minimize the
tracking error. This LFFC has to suppress the disturbances that are position dependellt. Before the designed
LFFC can be used 011 the I-I-drive, it has to he tested with simulations. If the position based LFFC works
well. it cau be extC'uded with LFFC that suppresses the velocity IUld acceleration dependent behaviour.

3.1

H-Drive and LiMMS

The LFFC method is executed

011

a H-drivc.

Figure 3.1: Picture of the H-drive
in industry the H-drivC' is lIsed for performing pick-and-place tasks. A picture of the H-drive C<;1.n he S()('11 in
figure 3.1. An ohjcct can be positioned in the x- and y- direction by llsing a !-I-drive. These movements arc
obtaiucd by the presencc of 3 linear motors. The lillear motors of the ut>C(1 H-drive are provided by Philips
allll are ullled Lillear ~Iotor ~rotioll System (Li~I;-"IS). Th.is type of motor (lxists of a stator part, consisting
permanent magnets, aud a translator part, that contains electric coils with iron cores (see figure 3.2).
An applied threc-phase current on the coils of thc translator causes a sequence of appealing and repelling
forces, between the poles and the permanent magnets. These forces result in a translation of 1.\ mass coupled to
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FigUff' 3.2: LiMMS in schematic-jomt of (l J-l,lwse mot01"

the translator. This 1ll0V('1ll('llt is 1I0t smooth. becuuSC' it is influf'I\(:('d hy a high-fr('(juf'Il('Y disturhance. This
disturb.allcc is mainly C.aIlSI'(! by two pheno!llC'na;

• Coggillg.

• Errors in the COllllUutation.

TbC' disturban<X' [orcf', which is called cogging fOTC,(', is eatlSCfI by tilp iron corcs and til(' magnf'ts continHollsly
trying to obtain a stable positioll with fC;;pe<.:t to each other. The iron (:OTes arC' placed to obtain a higher
molor effidf'tlcy. The (~oggillg force depen<L" only all the rdative pa;ition of tht" 1r<U1s1ator compared to the
magnpts of t]w stator. This forcE' d()('s not dpj)f'lld Oil IhI' motor current and is also presf'Ilt wit It a 'l..c'ro current.
The coggiug foree shows pooitioll dependellt behaviour and ('an I>c modelled ill a simplified way with a sinC',
with lUnplit udC' A=O.5 Ampere:

Fcoggi"g =: A

sin (

pi?

O.OL

£)

(3.1 )

The Sl.umd high frequclJ(:y (listurbance is a force rippll' which is gencrated by errors in coltunutatioll. Whell
the translator mowlS the coils an' movl'd through a varying magnetic ficld. Th.is CllltsC'~ back a Elcctro 11agnctic
Force (EJ\IF). This force is lineal" dejX'nd(,llt on th(' velocity of the translator. If tIl(' current applied to the
coils is 1I0t proportional 10 til(' back E~IF. a forn' ripplt" arises. The magnitudl"' of this force depellcL<; 011 the
posifion and velocity of thl"' translator. III the case of the LiJ\If\IS, aile has ch()S('n to lise low cost maglll"'ts that
hav(' lnrgc lllAI,.,'llCtic tolerances. Furthermore, the lilaglll'ts arc not plac<.-'d with the highest IXlSSible accuracy.
This makes it diflicult to model this phenomenon ...."Cii. The latter will not be incorporated in the simulation
model.
Another disturbanoo is thl"' friction phenomenon in the b,"l.Il-bearings between thl' translator and the guiding
raUs it festS 011. The fri<:tion can be descrilxxl. by n Stribcck curve. The frictioll consist of Coulomb friction,
stiction and viS(~ous frictioll. The friction that is considered in the sjmulH.tioll model is viscous friction.
The l"'xjX'rin1<'nts deserilwd in this r{'port are pxl.'(:u!l..'c1 011 the x-axis of the J-1..drive. 111 literature [11, it is
proved that a LiJ\IJ-.IS can be cont rolled by a path-indexed LfFC, becausc it fulfills the oollditioliS staled in
paragraph 2.2.4. The principal of LFFC that is used on this Li~lf\JS can be> extrapolated with a few more
dala for use 011 thC' olhC'r 3 LiJ\L.\lS.
From prC'violis study it is known that 3.1 is only a rough approximation of the actual cogging characteristic.
I>cC<luse thl"' magnets I\TP not positioned with Ihe highest poss.ible accuracy and lhey have considerable magnetic
tolcranL"CS. Fi~ure 3.3 shows the cogging ef[el·t on the> rcal H-drivc. Ul this picture it can be sccn that two
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Figure 3.3: Gagging
diffC'rent magnNstrips are used. TIl(' cogging chameteristics can be split up in two parts, the part left and the
part right to position O.3:J lll. Furthermore the cogging characteristic appears to \)(' dependent all the direction
of motion, othenvise the two curves wou.ld coincidc.
l3cforp e.'CperilllP!1ts call be performed on the Li~Ii\IS of the x-axis, the LFFC is tested with a simulation model
of a Li1-.J!\IS. The LiM1-.IS is represented as a mass subjected to oogging forces and viscous friction. This results
ill the simulation model given in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3A: Simu.lation model of the LiAlAlS

3.2

Design of a position-based LFFC for the H-drive

To design a LFFC S('\'cn steps have to be taken.
1. System idp'lltificotio1L. TIl(' H-drive ill tIl(' x-direction can Iw roughly considered as a doublp-spring-

damper-mass system and is considered to bC' indepC'ndellt of movements in the y-dire<;tion. A simple
dynamical model is displayed in fih'ure 3.5. The posilion of the motor is measured. The system is

Figure 3.5: Dyn.amic model of double nUl.ss S1Jsfem
marginally slable and has to be conlrolled. Actually the dYllamics of the H-tIrive is more complex than
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the second ordpf model in figure 3.5 illustrated. The H-drivc ill til(' x-dirC(:lion has IJCCII identified by
measuring the scnsitivity of the system with a simple colltroller in Siglab. This device is both a spectrum
analyzer and a signal generator. During the lIlcasurement til(' system moves with a constant speed of 0.1
IIII.~ and noise is injected by t he actuator. The fnxplcllcy responsc is displayed ill figurf> 3.6. i\lon> details
about the identification ('lin be sccn in literature [12].Thc input and output signal show no coherellce
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FrllqOOllCy [Hz]

Figure 3.G: H-driue mNl$'lL1l:d 1Y'-sponse P( jw) in Ihe x-direcl'io1t

beu(>ath a frequency of 15 liz. AbO\'{' a [[('(IUCIICY of 155 Hz rCSOllaJl«' peaks np!X'ar. Th(' llJf'<ISHrN!
fr('(lu('Jl(T r('SpollS<' fUlIction has lwcll uscd to dcsigll a oolitroliN. TIl(' frf'quf'lwy respOllSf' fUllttion ha.,;
been fiu('d with a 10th order lllodel. I3etwC<'1l the fr~IUf'IlCi(!S from 150 to 200Hz cxtra ..n 'ights ha\,(' 1)('('11
USl'd to fit till' resonaIlCl' peaks.

2. De!>ign the feelllxltk COIltrollf'T. The Toolbox Diet of nUJl1C'ric !lrogrmll }'latlab ha.'> 1)('('11 Ils('(1 to df'sign
a controller. The designed controller is a PI Lead/Lag with 2 notches and a first ordl'r low-pass. The
bandwidth of the system is 50 liz with a pha5C margin of 35°. As th(' oyershoot of the sensitivity in
poiHt 0 dB r('mains Iwlnw 2.5 dO, the amplitude margin is guarautced.

3. Determi lie the inputs of the feetl- forword part. The i.nputs of LF'F'C arc selected by using a priori
knowledge. This knowledge is converted into a system model. The desired fecd-for.....ard signal, Formula
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3.2. is derived from the state-space description.
(3.2)

The function Ff(:i:) reprCtiCnts the Coulomb friction and stictiou (these terms are not inserted in the
simulation modol). The coUillg; force is represented by F'c aud the vis<:ous friction by dL.The LFFC has
to suppress the phenomena of non-linear friction (dLT + F/(f)), cogging fon:cs(Fc(r, r)) and inertia of
the Li:\li\lS(Fc(r. r)). The foed-forward part siJould thus have the following inputs 11', I', 1'} .
.t. Choo.'w fhe Iltrlleture of the feed - forward 1)(1.1'f.. As mentionoo in the previous paragraph, three

independent phenomena have to be suppn.'SSCd. By using a parsimonious LFFC, all three phenomena Cl;Ul
be suppressed by its OWll USN. The inputs of the fcedAorward controllprs for suppressing Ihe phenomena
of lion-linear friction and inertia of the Li.MMS arc respectively i and r. The cogging forces depend 011
position (,.) and velocity (f). The cogging phenomenon can be suppressed by a nSN with inputs T. r.
As mentioned in paragraph 3.1 the cogging force depends only on position and the dhection of velocity.
So cogging can aJso be compensated by two BSKs, one for positiw velocity and another for negative
\·elocity. In this report preference has been given to the latter alternative, because it is a parsimonious
solution. This report concentrates on designing that part of the parsimonious feed-forward controller
that suppresses the position related behaviour. So only two DSNs that compensate coggillg are designed.

5. Choose the B
period.

~

spline clistrilmtioll. The number of l3-splines is based

Oil

±21 l3-splincs per cogging-

G. Choose the (eol'nin,q 1'ate. As for 1his report only the off-line learning method is tlSl:'<l, so learning lIas lIO
direct inHucnce all the stability of the controlled system. If the weights are adapted strongly, the desired
result wilt be reached faster. \Vith a low learning rate, more iterations are 1let..'C1.t.>d to reach the desired
output. In this reporl the value of the If'.arning rate, -y,(back propagntion) has been choseu equal to J.

7. Tntin the LF Fe. To train a parsimonious LFFC several training c.xpcriments are required, because
each DSN has to be trained correctly. In tltis report only coggillg is compensated. This phenomenon is
domiuallt if "clocity is low and constfUlt, and acceleration is zero. The uscd reference si~nal is a forward
and backward movement with a low and constant velocity.

3.3

Implementation of position-based LFFC in a numeric program

In this report that part of an off-line parsimonious LFFC is desigued, that suppresses errors that an' related
to thc cogging effect. In Ihis project two BSNs are designed that compensate the cogging ('ffeet. Designing
lhe other BSKs only requires another input of the feed forward pan and another training signal. So the
p,,"lrsimonious LFFC C<'UI c<'lsily be enlarged.
A BSN with an off-lill(' Il'aruing m("lhod can he split up in two pMts, namely;
• The off-line learning mechanism.
• Th(' on-line implf'mentatioll.
Qne has chooen to prognun the off-liue mecll<Ulism in computer language l\lallab. The on-line part has firstly
been progflulllned ill l\latlab, but was later implemented as an S-fullctioll programmed in C-computer language.

3.3.1

Off-line implementation

The purpose of the off-line implementation is adapting the weights of tile DSN to learn the desired input-output
relation. The input of the feed forward is the reference signal (1') and the desired output of the BSN is the
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output of the feedhack controlJer (UFB);
.1'
Yd
Y

=

/.

(3.3)

UFU
ULFFC

The data are obtained from flimlliations from a LFFC controUcd system, without the feed-forward controUcrs.
In Chapter 2.2.1 it was d~rilx.>(1 how a nSN is traiued. The main item is that during lC'arning only t he weights
ilf(' adapted. The olf-liu(' lelU'llillg process is programmed in l\latlab Language, SC'(' Alluex 1. In the off-line
Imming process till' IIC'xt stages 0111 1)(' distingllisllPd:
J. Loading measur('mcut data obtained frOIll ou-lint' t'xpcrullC'llls, using tllf> l\latiab Toolhox Simulink.
2. Dedaratioll of (.Ullstauts: domain (D), Ilumber of l3-splines (II), le'aming rate (,qa), llllJulwr of iterations

for off-line' learning proce<lurC' (if) and initinl wt'ights (wO).
3. Definition of shape ami position of B-splines and computation of memberships of input x using forlllula
2.5 (Ju1H:tiQIt; Jj(lmnnt.~rlUll}·~f!lllctie.'J).
4. The actual lC'arning procedure: Cnlculation of the weights \lsitl~ til(' back propagation method, formula 2.13 (function; weeyfaciorr'lI) or Hsing lensl-sqllare; lIl('thod, fornmla 2.JG ('\',,=~rr:-'I\l\IT.Yd of
lcrlstsq(erro/')).
-

5. Calculation of new oUlput using new w('ights and lIlem])('rships, formula 2.8 (Junctio'll : OIi/pUf).

6. Storing dR-tao f('quired for flUlctioniug S-futlclion: nllmlwr of l3~splincs (N), position of n~spIin0>(A) and
\wights (1/1) (.ul!C'Cled in fiI(' (bsmlafn).
The BSt\' is trailled witL one singlf' datR-Sf'1. No mow training data me nL'Cessary lX'callSC' the BSN uses
a coafS(' npproximation of the input-output rdatioll. W!l('11 usiug the back propagation lIlethod the BSN
grnduRlIy looms til(' d('sired output. By presenting tIll' dataset it time!'> ( ()(!ua[ 10 if times adaptation of the
weights), the trained 01ltput of th(' f<'Cd-forward controller gmduaUy resembles the d('sired output. Thl' SRllle
result CRn be obtaitlC'd by using different data-sets. l3y presenting them olle b:y olle without any iteration, the
weights gradually adapt to the desired Olltput {tltis call be SC'Cn as a simulation of oll-lin(' l('aming}. \Vhen
llsing tilE' least-squares met hod t he weight are det('rmi!l(,(! directly out of 011<> data-8(,>t, wit hout any iteration.

3.3.2

on-line implementation

TIl(' simulations and experiments on the H-drive are controlled by means of the .'.Iatlab Toolbox Simulink.
The a1m of the oll~line impl(,llletllatiotl was to ,r(,.<1.t(' a fUl1ction cdl which C,\II ca.lclllatl' for cadi input .r the
accompanying out put 1/1-/01'(" The cell has to be designed in order to work on-IUle and so that Ollt' could ea,<;ily
adapt the number of l3-splilles. This cell has to lood ,ht' data, provided by ~datlab. Nl'xt it is has to cnIeulate
for cadi input x th(' output y. Tht' lattf'r is till' slim of pro<lIIl'1S of mt'mh<>rships wilh til(' ac(umpanying
weights. The difficulties are that the length of the data is vnriable and that the data has to be loaded from
t1l<" ~Jatlab workspace.
SimuIillk offer!'> scveral possibilities for implementing sclf-progrmumcd functions. The first attempt to impk'-mellt the C<1U was using a J\latlab function. Tltis method caused problems in rcal-time simulation, b<lcausc the
ecliloaded the data from the i\latiab workspace for each calculation (ench sample). This results in a w'ry slow
simulations.
The second method was a S-fUllctioll programmed in G-Iauguagc, Sl.'<J Appendix 2. For programming a Sfunction one has 10 follow a strict structure of prescribed stages, SC<:' [141. In the S-fullctioll of Allncx 20lle
can di!'>tinguish th(' next prescribed stages:
I. [)(,finitions of elements and 1IS<'d Iihraries (#defille) (#indllde).

2. Llit ializat ion (mdlJ nitializeSi z.e.'l, mellI llitiai'iz.eSalllpleTimes).
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3. Calculation of the outputs (mdIOutputs).

4. End of simulation tasks (mdITermillate).

Stage 3 is the most complicated. Ln this stage the actual pro<:ess is progrrunmcd. The other stages contain
ddillition.s ncccS&'\ry to fUll the cell in Sinmlillk. The on-line process works as follows: for eac.h S<1.mple the next
routine is f01l0\\'I.,,'<I. It finds the membership (lIlb) of each defined IJ-spline. It is zero everywhere except. on the
support domain. In this support domain the value has to be computed by intNpolatioll. The se(;Olld step is
lIlultiplying the memberships by its weights (w), given by ~Iatlab data. Finally the output (y) is detennilled
as the sum of the products froIU nbovc.

3.4

Simulation results

The designcd off-line LFFC, as describe in the previous paragraph, has been tested in two stagp_<;. The off-linc
part has bccn tcstoo using a simple sinc. The whole, i.e. the off-line and on-line part, has been lestc<1 using a
Simulink simulation model. This model is a simple reprcscntation of a Lii\il\IS, explained. in paragraph 3.1.

3.4.1

Testing the off-line part of LFFC:

The off-line part is tested using a sinusoidal input signal. Thc aim of this simulation is that thl" rl"al output
Sigllul, by adapting weights, (gradually) resCiubles the desired output sigllal. Both sigllills are defilled 011 a
domain frOm 0 to 2 m. The desired output signal is a sine with magnitude 1 III aud a period of ~11" seconds. The
initial output is a sine' with magnitud(' 0.1 III and a period of;1I" seconds. The domain, over which the weights
are adapted. is also froll! () to 2 lll. In this domain 10 ll-splilles are defined. In figure 3.7 the distribution of the
B-splilles over the domain can be seen. The marked dots show the calculated memberships of all measurement
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Figure 3.7: IJ-spl'ine dist7"ibution (md membet·shil/Val.ues
input data. A srunplcfrequellcy of 10 Uz is used.
Two different learning-methods can be used for training a DS~. When the back propagation learning method
is usoo. the weights are adapt.ed gradually, so the output of th" BSN gradually resembles 1 he desirc'd output.
The 6>Tadually learning process with for iterations steps in visualized in figure 3.8. The achieved accuracy of
the learned signal dcpcn(ls on the IIwnber of iterations. More iterations reduce th(' error between the real
and the desired output. From this figure, it can be sccn that the error is dramatic."l.lJy reduC1.'(! by applying
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Figure J.8: Imp'YJ1JC1/lCl,l of ou/]Jltt {it=8: n=JOj
the off-lill£' learning process.The error call IX' rpduc('(! C\'('II more by increasing ,11(' Humher of I3-splines or by
using a largC'f number of iterations. If the number of iterations is [tug!' (,!lough the backproJ:mgiltioll lilt'! hod
hils the same error as the )eRsI-squan'8 method. The rcsults until so far arc obtained by using the l:»lCk
propagation learning Ilwthod. Ily applyillg tbe least-squares method the w('ights 1,U"(' directly ca!culaIN! by
solving the !lorma] ('quatioll, Formula 2.16. This lllC'thod is faster than til{' hack propagatioll method and it
immediatC'ly providE'S til{' right solution. The disadvantage of this nl<'tho<! is that tllP lIumber of D-splincs
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figure :J.9: Least-sq1J.a7'es: e17VI' (Yll-y) (n=10j
ClU)'t be increased infillitcl)". As thefe is one or morc I3-splim'(s) which have llwmbcrships equal to 1..ero for a.ll
IIlcasurclIlcnt points, a insoluble normal equation will result, bC'CuusC' of sillgularit)' prohkms. TillS prohlC'1Il
will not cause any problem for the off-line case as long as the sruuplc fn.'queuey is uot too low ill f('lalion to
til(' lllllTl]W[ of l3-splillcs.
The i\latlab comm1:Uld-sct provides a standard least-squares cOITunand. Qile can prescribe the resulting: acClIracy of til{' [('suiting error. The command givcs Ollt the desin..'ti adapted weights. This method gives directly
out the optimum result and without clltering any number of iterations. This command takes a long complltalioH tillle. as it test a mngc of possible solutions. If the number of D-splines bf'Comes tOO large numeric

problems aris('.

3.4.2

Simulation of LFFC on H-drive

The (:1"('atl.'(1 position-based LFFC is tested with an approximate model of the Lil\Il\IS, figure 3.10.

The
model parameters for the simulations are mfL';S p.l=lO [kg/kgm2)), viscous friction (1J=5[Ns/ml/[Nms/rad])
and stidion (1<=0). As mentioned in paragraph 3.1, the L'Ogging effect is reprcst'nted by a sille, forlllula 3.1.
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Figure 3.10:

This is a rough approximation of the actual coggillg characteristic, figure 3.3. The actual characteristic is not
smooth and equally distributed. Furthermore the coggillg characteristic show("d to be dependf'llt of the motioll
direction,
TIIf' !llf'I'\.'mrf'mf'nt datA for the off-line learning procedure are ohtailled from thf' dooerl loop systelll. which is
ilnplclllellted ill til(' ~Iatlab Toolbox Simulink, figur(' 3.11. The simulations art' nUl wil h a ode -1 solver with
fixed steps of 0, D05 s. The measurement data e.xist of the reference signal and the output of the fecdb<\ck
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3.11; Measurement model of the LiAlMS :;im1llatton

controller. The feedbnck controller, used for the simulations, is designed with the Matlnb Toolbox DIET. It is
a controller of type gain/lead-lag. TIl(' f{)C(lback controlJf'r hl'\.'i a bandwidth of 50 Hz.
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The I3SNs of a parsimonious LFFC has to be trained separately, by choosing a dominant signal for each
I3SN, S<'e proposition 4.1 on pagf' 17. The I1SNs that han' to suppress 1Il(' cogging phenomenon, ar(' trained
with a forward and backward movement with a low, constant velocity (3,3,10- 3 1n/8), figure 3.12. Using
r'[m '5]
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Figure 3.12; Rc!cnn.!1lC(' signal and its dC1'ivat.ivcs
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this rl'fl'wlll,t' signal, Ill(' (x>ulribulioll of inertia lUut "is<:olls friction an' rNlu('('{1 to a minimum level. The
rt'lllainill~ influell("(' of int'rtia can be S(\('n in the output whC'1l thC' vr!ocity changes sign. ThC' oontribution of
friction C:U1 1)(' S('('11 ill thC' offSl:'t in output betw('('11 Ilegatiw and !XII'itiv(' 1Il0'1'UK'!It. ThC' 1llC':\..'mrelllent data.
or inpul-output relation, the function appro.umator has to leRrn b show in figuw 3.13. For the su.nulatloll
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Figure 3.13: Inpul-OtJlput ITlalTon o/.mllldetllo1l

onlv. 011(' US:" is I rl\ill(,<1 off-tiuC', 1)('("1\u:;(' t h", outpm of thC' fN'<Ib,ack controller harrUy diffC'1'S for positiw alld
lll'gnt hl' v('lrK·ity. The US:\ is Irai!lf'd wit h the 1ca.... t-SqURn:'S lIlt't hod wit Ii 80 l3-splbl<'s Oil a domain froUl 0.1 m
to 0.2 III. About 21 U-splillC'S an' IL';(:d lX'r coggiug period. Till' fl'sulting "rror, diffl'r('Il('t' h(,tw('('11 dl'Sir<'d. and
l,\('lmll outpllt, nft<'f off-lillC' I('nrnillg is displayed iu figure 3.11. Thl' cmilling dilln o!Jtniu('(1 ffom the off-tiut'
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procwlHtf' ar(' loaded in tIl(' S-fllllctioll, which has to futlction R.'l a USN. TIl(' conlrol s)'stf'm lIOW looks likf'
figure 3.15. In figure 3.16 OIlC can sec that the tracking effor is reduced by applying a ft.'<.'(I-forward controller.

BS"
s·runction

"-

Figure 3.15; LFPC m{)(lel of LiAJ/lIS

Aclually, the error uluse<.1 by illertia eff('<:ls at velocity switche:; is llot reducp<1. Dy illcre-~illg the lIulIlOer of
I3-splillcs the tracking error can be reduced further. This is possible I>cc<'luse the simulation system docs not
suffer from noise In figure 3.]7 the lime rc:>pollSC' of tIl(' output of the feedback controller (Urb), the output of
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Figure 3.16: 7htehng (>77'07- with and 1lJ1thout BSN

The feed-forward controller (uille) and the sum of the oulputs (tt) are is displayed. The control efrort of the
f('('dback controller is les.<; than the effort of the feed-forward eontroller. The feedback controller compCllsates
mndom distur1)am;cs and the plmlt dynamics contribute to the inertia and frictioll. Suppressing iuertia can be
observed at a time of 30 seconds. The allocation of tasks of til(' fecdback- ami feed-forward colltroller Crul be
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Figure 3.17: OuJpUt.li aftl"r lrommg

S('('n w!.Jf>n th(' mput-oulpUI :-igllal is 1I0t Iraill<'l:! on ,Il(' C'lllir(" domain. In figUfl' 3.1~ Ih(' fiS=, is lrainro wilh

10 IJ.spliJl~ lJII tilt> domain (Will 0.1 III \llllil 0.15 III. Thf' (('{'((barK COlllrollC'r c.-mll)('ll.<;t\{PS also for ~ing
on ,11(' domain whf'rl' til(' h'(lh..'\l:k controller is uol trailled. Th{' lIIain adWl.Iltf\g(' of p~uh-illd('xro LFFC b
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Fiv;urC' 3.18: Outputs of hllJj lronU'd hUjccfO'iJ

1Jj(' p;('IIC'ralizing qualit.v. Till:' t rnill('l(1 I3SNs are also suitahle' for traj('('tories which

lU'f'

not traillf'd, but ar{'
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inside the trained domain. Tills property is tested by changing the reference signal ill a sine wilh magnitude
0.2 III ruld frequency 0.3 rad/s. The I3SN is trained with 80 B-splines over a domain from 0.1 In till 0.2 m.
The allocation of tasks of the controller is shown in figure 3.19. The tracking resulting error after learning is
displayed in figure 3.20
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Chapter 4

Experiments
4.1

Measurements:

[II a previous study [12], th(' II-drive was identified and a robust controller \Va.<; designed wilh the ~latlab
Toolbox Diet. In this study a closed loop Silllulink model is dt'sigllcd to ('ontrol the II-driv('. This program
uses an ode-l solver with fixed-steps of 0.005 s. The model was used to outain measurement dala for training
the BSf's. The aim of t his project is designing and impleuU'uting a part of a parsimonious LFFC for the
x-axis of lhe Ii-drive to minimise the tracking error. The dcsigned p<UI of the LFFC has to suppress the
systelll behaviour and ditilurl.»U1(;('S that are caused by Ilw phenolilclloll of ooggillg. This phenomenon depends
011 IJ05ition and sign of wlodty. The cogging will be suppreSS€'d by using two I3SNs, olle for compensating
thl' rogging with POSifiw vplO<'ity and om' for lI('lgatiyC" \'C·lo<:ity. As r"f('lf('m·C" signal f\ forward and ba(·kward
movcment with a low constant velocity of 0.02 m/s is used, sec figurc 4.1.Thc input-output relat ion for trainjng
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Figure 4.1: Posit.io1/., velOCIty, accelemlion oj f'ejeH'.nce motion
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the BSN is shown in figure 4.2. The tracking error of the clC6Cd-loop controlled system is 0.8· 10- 5 m, see

'I

••

figure 4.2: Input-output tmining data experiment H-drillf'

figure 4.3 This figure shows clearly thaI the coggiug phenomenon is the domina.nt disturbancc. \\<111.'11 the sign
of the molion changes, the dominant influence of illert in can h(> Sf'{'1l. The scaul'ring shows' hat the system is
also iSuhjected lO !loiS('.
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Implementation of position-based LFFC on the H-drive

To suppress the c~ing phenomenon two I3SNs are trained with 350 D-spli.nes distributed over the domain
-0.15 III wltil -0.38 III using the least-squares method. For the on-line implementation the programmed Sfunction could not be used. The cause could not be deduced, but maybe the designed S-function causes a
conflict with the S-flUiction of the existing controller. Checkhlg the S-fwlction is rcconunended.. On second
thought it was possible to use lookup tables for implementing the BSNs. These tables load the position and
weights, and interpolate the output from the learned weights for each input. These tables act exactly the way
off-line BSN sbould act. The drawback of these tables is that they are not suited for:
• Unevenl)' distributL'd. B-splines over the input domain.
• An other order than sccoud order B-splines.
• On-line adapting the weights is also not possible.
So, .if the designed off-line method has to be extrapolated to an oil-line method, the 5-function has to be
redesigned or an other solution has to be found.
The tracking error is reduced to three encoder pulses (3 .10-6 m), see figure 4..,1. The cogging is suppressed,
but the infl.uem.:e of inertia and noise are still visible. If the number of I3-splines has been chosen larp;er, e.p;.
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contmlling wiUI BSNs n=350

N=700. the tracking error increases instead of deereasing. This is caused by the fact that the ft'cd~forward
learned, beside the coggillg effect, also noise. So the feed-forward will compensate noise that docs not exjst.
The feedback oontroUer has to compensate the real noise ~Uld also the feed~fonvard created noise. This results
in a deterioration instead of an improvement of the tracking error, (1 . 1O-5 m ), Sl.'C figure 4.5.The problem of
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a htrge munber of ll-splines in combination with noise can be overcome by:

• Starting with a lov.' number of B~splilles and than gradually increasing the number till the desired result
is achieved.

•

~lanipuJatillg the measurement data: by averaging differf'lll sets of measurCJnPll1 data. to olle set of data.
or by filtering the training data.

• Applying regularizRtion: by online simulation lIsing a low leaming factor (r), by presenting different
llWl\Surcmcllt data OIlC by onc.

Possibilit.y 2 and 3 are redundant whell the Ilumber of B-splines is chooen well, and they unnccessarily prolong
the off-line training time. Possibility 1 is the way to follow to achieve the right number of l3-splines.

4.3

Checking the generalizing ability of the LFFC on the H-drive

To prove the main characteristic of a standard LFFC, the gencralizing ability, the dcsigned LF'F'C has performed
another reference motion. The reference motion is a to and from movement with a const,mt velocity of 1.2
mis, sec Figure 4.6.1n figure 4.7 the development of the tracking error in time, controlling with and without
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Figure 4.6: Position, velocity a7ul accelemtion of the refe:l¥!llce motion

the nSNs, is displayed. This figure shows that the coggillg phenomenon is well suppressed Oil the trained
domain. The tracking error is reduced 1.0 3 . 10- 6 111. So the generalizing ability of tltis melho<l is proved.
The figure 4.7 also shows the prcscnce of other phenomena, whicL are not suppressed by the feed-forward
controller. The first phenomenon is an inertial effect which is visualii'. ed by the peaks. The inertial phenomenon
acts when the \'elocity changes abruptly. The .second effect is the existence of transients. These transients are
visible when the reference yclocity becomes equal to zero. They are caused by an interaction of friction and
the fC(!(\.back controller. The friction causes an overshoot wltich will gradually be compensated. Figure 4.7

·I.:J. CHECKING THE GENERALIZING ABILITY OF THE LFFC ON THE H-DRlVE
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Figure 4.7: Trucking crrrn-s, with and without nSN, for another reference than the tmined one.

together with figure 4.8 show tha.t the BSNs are not trained for the entire domain of the trajectory. The fecdforward controller, that suppresses the negative cogging effect, starts too lute and the fced-forwdrd controller,
that suppresses the negative cogging effect, ends to early. For tbe wltrained parts on.ly the feedback controller
compensates the cogging, which results ill a larger tracking error. In figure 4.8 the contribution of friction
c.:all be seen in the offset of the output of the feedback controller. Viscous friction is a velocity dependent
phenomenon, which can be suppressed by implementing another BSN with \-elocit)' as input.
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By expanding the 110\\' designro part of parsimoniolls LFFC, with two BSN's, Ol\l' for compensating the 110Ulillf'ar fri("tion ami Dill' for compensating the inertia of the Li.MMS, til(' pCrfOTlJl811C'{, of the LFFG-controllcd
system call IX' furth<'T improved.. The idea! parsimonious LFFC looks like:
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Figun' 4.9: Complete
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Recommendations
5.1

Conclusions

The main advantages of lcarning feed-forward controller (LFFC) arc the generalizing abilit}" and the fat:t that
no complete Syst('Ol model is needed. The disadvantages arC' tb(' cUrs(! of dimensionalitY and thl' fact that
110 theoretical stability is guaranteed. The first disadvantage, curse of dimcusionalit:r, can be minimized by
using a parsimonious LFFC. This LFFC exists of se\oeral B-Spline Ncrn1>rks (BSNs) which each suppress olle
phC'uorncnon. TIl(' BS:'\s of a parsimonious LFFC arc trained S('perately. To train a parsimonious LFFC each
I3SN nC'Cds its 0\\'11 training signal for which thl' phenomenon is dominant. When 011(" BSN is trained only
the weights of this BSN are adapted, the weights of the oth£'1" BSNs arc kept constant. Still learning does 1I0t
guaralltre t hat the pht>.Jlomena are learned by on):r one I3SN.
An off-li.ll<.' LFFC has been designed with Matlab to minimi/A' tile tracking error caused by the cogging phenomenon. The advuutage of using a BSN as function approximator is that it docs not suffer from local minima.
Two dHfer(>ut approaches have ~n used to train tbe USN: the backpropagatioll method and the least-squares
('Tror IllNhod. The adaptation of the weights of the OSNs are for both approaches based on the same minimization crit('riulll, minimazation of the quadratic tracking error. The difference bctw~n the two approaches
is that the first approach uses iterations to gradualJy adapt the weights and the sccolld approach directly
computes the opt illlal weights. A 5-function, programmed Ul C-lnllguage, is designeo to implement the off-line
trained OSN in the rcal·timc application. Actually this ftult;tioll did 1I0t function. A lookup table has been
uS('c! for on·lille real-time implementation. if the off-line learning nppliclllion will be extrapolated to a on-line
learning application further investigation in this 5-function is necessary.
By training! he O-spline Network care has to be taken by chasing the number of O-splines on the trainjng
dommu. With an increasing lltuubcr of B-splines the approximation of the measurement data improvCl> but
the variance of the approximation decreases, which result in a dNeriorntion of the generalising ability. For the
implementation on the H-drive the number of B-splincs has to 1)(' chosen not too large, due to the existance
of noiS<'. When the munbcr is Ch06CD too large the feed-forward controller which has to compensate repetitive
disturhau("ffi aL"lO collll)('.usat{' randolll disturbance. This results in an ulcr{'a.':;(' of the tracking error instead of
a d<'Crense. The best way to choose the nwnber of B-splincs is starting with a low number of B-splines and
than gradually increasing the number till the dcsirl'd result is achieved.
The tracking error of the H-drive in the x-direction is rt"dmx'd to 3 . 10 6 m by applying a parsunonious
LFFC dcsigned for compensating the disturbances caused b)' the coggillg (orces. The designed part of the
parsimonious LFFC can be extrapolated by adding two BSXs, olle that suppresses inertia, and the other
suppressing viscous frictioll_ So the performance of the LFFC can be further improved, by suppressing all
repetitiw disturbances.

5.2

Recommendations

Furtber researdl of coll\"ergence criteria and analysis of stability for online adapting the l\-eights of (parsimonious) LFFC is recommended.
II
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TIl(' designNl part of thC' parsimonious LFFC can 1)(' ~Uldro with two more I3S~s for the suppression of
inertia Rnd \;SCOUS friction, The chOS('D inputs tben arc acceleration and wlocity respectively. The control
('£fort of tilt' f('(!(lb.. . (·k ('ontrollN wiU tlU'll be reduced and the perfonnauC'(' of tilt' LFFC ('an IX' further impl'O\'ed,
The dcsigllC'd S-fUllctioll for tilt' online implementation of the learning (('('(l·forward has to be improved.. because
tlus (unction did not fUllction for real-time experiments, This 5-fullclion is ll{l('CSiiJ\ry if the off-linc LFFC has
to IX' extrapolated to an ou-Iine LFFC, which is t'eCOlIllIleoded, All S-fullclioll makes it also possible to
distributE" thE" B-:.plille£ 1Il1e....mly owr the domain. The teaming pl'OCe> (:au bt, accel('..rated by onl:r computing
the adaptation of th(' WE'ights for which there exi<;ts a lUf'mbc>rscbip IU}('QUal 10 zero,
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